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EWCs and the protection of workers’ interests: the debate between «Eurosceptics» (Streek, 1998: Hancké, 2000) and «Euro-optimists» (MartinezLucio and Weston, 2004; Müller et Rüb, 2002)



Since 2000, evidence of a growing involvement of EWCs in collective actions
and framework agreements, notably in the european auto industry (Da
Costa and Rehfeldt, 2007, 2009; Greer and Haupmeier, 2009)



EWCs actions (campaigns, collective bargaining) did not prevent plants
closures, but were helpfull in securing social plans and in reducing interplants competition in Europe



EWCs as Co-Managers-vs-Political Entrepreneurs in MNEs social regulation
(Greer and Haupmeier, 2009)



MNEs Country of Origin and EWCs Social Regulation models : «Continental
Europe Social Model» -vs- «Anglo-Saxon Social Model» (Waddington, 2003)



Trade Unions Global Networks (TUGN):






can be defined as groups of union organizations from different
countries that represent workers from the same MNC, with the aim of
enforcing their fundamental rights
many TUGN have been put in place in the last 15 years by the GUFs,
notably BWI, ICEM, IMF, IUF, and UNI
TUGN have been active on many fronts, notably in the organization of
transnational corporate campaigns and the negotiation of so-called
international framework agreements (IFAs)

Obstacles to Transnational Trade Unions Cooperation:





Obstacles link to the actors (persistent refusal on the part of the management
to recognize GUFs as a bargaining partners; lack of enthusiasm on the part of
national unions to transfer part of their responsibility to the international level,
lack of interest on the part of workers in international solidarity, etc)
Institutional obstacles (differences in labour law and in collective bargaining
structures and practices between countries)
Logistical obstacles (languages, costs associated to the organization of
international meetings, etc)









What role play EWCs in IFAs negotiation and
monitoring and in industrial relations regulation within
MNEs?
Are relations between EWCs and Trade Unions
networks different in European and Non-European
based MNEs that have negotiated IFAs?
Is there a Country of Origin Effect on Trade Unions
networks and actions in regard to industrial relations
regulation within MNEs?
Evidence from two case studies of IFAs: Hochtief
(German based Construction MNE) and Quebecor
World (Canadian based Printing MNE)

Quebecor World (part of Quebecor Inc): Headquarter in
Montreal (Canada), was till 2008 a global leader of printing
services. Expansion to US and Latin America in 1980s, to
Europe and India in 1990s;
. In 2008: 28,000 employees in 115 printing facilities ;
. In 2008, Quebecor World went under bankruptcy laws in
the US and in Canada, and sold its European plants to the
Dutch printing group Hombergh/De Pundert. In 2009, the
North american plants were sold to US printing Group Quad
Graphics
 IFA signed in May 2007 in Barcelona (during the annual
meeting of the EWC) is the culmination point of 6 years of
international campaigns under the coordination of UNI (sole
signatory organization on the labour side)
.



UNI-Justice@Quebecor campaign
 Creation in 2001 of UNI-Quebecor Trade Unions network to campaign for
Trade Union Rights and for the negotiation of IFA at Quebecor World
 2003 World Solidarity Conference in Memphis, USA (120 delegates from
14 countries)
 Public opinion, political lobbying (2004 at Quebecor World HQ in Montreal,
Canada; Canadian embassy in Washington; support of Writers for Justice
and Presidential candidate John Kerry for union recognition and card check)
 International Solidarity Days in 2004 and 2005 to support organizing
campaigns in Quebecor World plants in Europe, and North and South
America
 Participation to Shareholder meetings 2004, 2006
 Legal action against Quebecor World in US (1998-2007) : 140 recorded
H&S violations (more than its 3 competitors together)
 Pressure on major US clients (Disney, Avon, Victoria’s Secret, Soutwestern
Bell) and on major European clients (IKEA, Telefónica) with UNI support
 Discussion in 2005 by the Quebecor World EWC of the IFA negotiation with
UNI, at the initiative of workers’ representatives
 May 2005: neutrality agreement negotiated by the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, resulting in organizing gains in the US plants



UNI-Quebecor Trade Unions network
 Key role of UNI officials and staff from its sectoral division UNI-Graphics,
in the coordination of the Trade Unions network, information exchange,
organization of the Memphis Conference, and negotiation of the IFA
 Strategic role of the Canadian Communication, Energy and Paper
Workers Union officials in the UNI-Trade Unions network and as chair of
the Justice@Quebecor campaign
 At regional levels, support of UNI-Americas to national affiliated unions
for organizing campaigns (USA, Brazil, Chile, Argentina) and of UNIEuropa to the EWC activities
 Multilateral support and actions of national unions for clients lobbying
and organizing campaigns in US, Brazil, Canada, Chile and in Europe
 Participation of local unions leaders and militants to lobbying, days of
action, and support strikes in the context of UNI campaigns
 Limited cooperation between the EWC and the UNI-Trade Unions
network, through the participation of national unions officials to the
meetings and activities of the EWC

On the role of the EWC :
«The Quebecor European Work Council is very very singular.
They made a statement in favor of a global agreement.
Because normally, the work council are very concentrated in
European matters. They are not very much concerned with
global issues. But they made a statement in favor of a global
agreement»

About the IFA:
« We had other agreements where we have gone to the
company, and the president would say ‘fine, nice idea, write
and I’ll sign it’… but nobody is involved. So it doesn’t move
anywhere after that. Whereas, when it’s combined with this
kind of campaign, with the mobilization of rank-and-file people,
it means that once the agreement is in place, they are there,
and they are ready to enforce it»
(Interview by Marc-Antonin Hennebert with Philip Bowyer (UNI), Nyon, April
2006).










Hochtief positioned itself as project manager, construction
services provider, and airport operator. Headquarter in
Germany.
Main subsidiaries: Leighton Group (Australia, Asia, Gulf states),
Hochtief do Brasil, Hochtief Europe
47,000 employees in 2007, 80% outside Germany. High level
of unionisation in Europe, low in Asia, North and South
America, very low amongst subcontractors’ employees
IFA concluded in 2000, signed by BWI, IG BAU and Hochtief
General Works Council on the labour side
IFA commits to ILO core labour standards, and is mandatory for
subcontractors and suppliers
No reference group for the monitoring of IFA; sustainability
report based on GRI guidelines audited by PwC



Hochtief operates a Center for CSR and OHS Compliance at Group level,
which is headed by the President of the General Works Council



Hochtief General Works Council, along with IG BAU and BWI, is actively
involved in industrial relations regulation at corporate level and in IFA
monitoring



IFA monitoring depends on violations reported by trade unions which is
difficult given selective application of labour standards in many countries,
high levels of informal labour, low levels of unionization and limited
authority over subsidiaries in construction sector



Good union-management relations at corporate level; BWI and IG BAU play
a major role in IFA monitoring and in information and education of trade
union affiliates; conflict about union recognition at a US subsidiary resolved
by intervention of BWI/IG BAU

“The real challenge for strategies built around Framework Agreements is
largely one of monitoring and verification. The BWI sees the work of the
reference or monitoring group, which is normally made up of BWI and
management representatives, as that of exchanging and developing views
on the management system and defined standards, and on their
compliance or otherwise with the agreement. (…).
Responsibility for the monitoring of company performance lies primarily with
auditing and accounting companies, providing certification on a commercial
basis. There are many problems with this process, such as the auditors’
ignorance about labour rights issues or the realities of working conditions;
the extraordinary scale of subcontracting chains in our industries, which
would require an army of auditors to verify compliance with the standard;
and the marginalization of trade unions in the representation of workers’
interests. Some BWI Framework Agreements are verified by internal
monitoring groups composed of union and company representatives, and by
the unions nationally and locally. Currently, only a handful of unions are
active in using the Framework Agreements. In any case, monitoring is
expensive and time-consuming to organize, depending on the complexity of
the company concerned.” (Hellmann 2006, 3-4)



EWCs role in IFAs negotiation and monitoring: marginal role of the
EWC in UNI campaigns for Trade Unions Rights and IFA negotiation in
the QW case; more important role in the Hochtief case, mainly on
CSR and H&S issues.



EWCs relations with Trade Unions Global Networks: close relations in
the Hochtief case, but IFA monitoring depends on trade unions
actions; weak relations in the QW case, mainly through the
participation of trade unions officials to EWC.



MNEs Country of Origin Effect in EWCs and Trade Unions Global
Networks?
EWC and Trade Unions Global Networks’ roles consistent with the
«co-managers» model in the IFA Hochtief case; UNI and Canadian
affiliated unions representatives act as «political entrepreneurs» in
lobbying and organising campaigns in the QW case.





Societal embeddedness and IR Strategies in Hochtief case:
 willingness to conclude IFA related to societal values
(positioning the company as top of its class on CSR
issues) and a strategy of cooperation with trade unions
 Hochtief IFA reproduces national (German) dual
representation structures: BWI is associated with IG BAU
and the General Works Council for negotiation and
monitoring of the IFA
Societal embeddedness and IR Strategies in QW case:
 Management «acceptance» of IFA related to unions
organising campaign in the US and Canada, and later in
South America (Brazil, Chile, Argentina, Peru)
 Union avoidance strategy explain why trade union rights
and legal status of IFA were central issues in the
negotiation of the IFA
 IFA negotiation: long and conflictual process under the
leadership of UNI-Graphics and its North-American
affiliated Trade Unions.



MNEs structures and global value chains
 Hochtief: numerous tiers of subcontractors, reach of IFA along these
chains is problematic; limited management control over subsidiaries
 Quebecor World: integrated printing MNE, mainly based in North
America; strong management control over subsidaries and value chains



Transnational Trade Unions Cooperation: Main Challenges
 Hochtief: no competition between countries/locations but between
registered and informal/migrant workers within sites; organising the
informal workers along value chains is the main trade unions challenge
 Quebecor World: strong competition between plants at regional and
national levels; important role of UNI and national trade unions to
construct «ownership» of IFA and union identity amongst affiliates
 Different function of UNI and BWI: initiating and coordinating national
trade unions actions in QW case -vs- establishing links between
affiliated unions in MNEs and along value chains in Hochtief case
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